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• SDGs centered on people: central role of population data 
obtained from population and housing censuses, household 
sample surveys, civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) 
systems or population registers 

• Reliable information about the size, growth, distribution and 
characteristics of populations is crucial:

– for assessing and reporting on progress towards SDG achievement, 

– to guide the development of policies and programmes for 
implementing the SDGs

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)



- Recognition of the need to increase the availability of high quality, timely
and reliable data

- Agenda 2030 focus on data disaggregation

❖SDG target 17.18: By 2020, enhance capacity-building support to developing 
countries, including for least developed countries and small island developing States, 
to increase significantly the availability of high-quality, timely and reliable data 
disaggregated by income, gender, age, race, ethnicity, migratory status, disability, 
geographic location and other characteristics relevant in national contexts.

- Identification of vulnerable and marginalized groups, beyond 
disaggregation:

❖ the “furthest behind”  

❖ those “at risk of being left behind”.

Key data requirements for SDG monitoring 



• Population censuses collect exhaustively (on each and every individual) a 
limited number of basic socio-demographic variables

Census microdata can be used to engage at the lowest geographical level, 
the level that matters for development: censuses are the only statistical 
sources to provide data users with population counts and main 
characteristics of individuals and households at very detailed geographical 
levels, enabling to identify vulnerable groups 

• Household sample surveys collect information covering many more 
variables and topics, but on a sample of individuals

• The idea of Small Area Estimation is to combine the two types of sources 
to increase information available at detailed geographical levels   

Rationale for Small Area Estimation (SAE)



Estimating proportion of women with need for family planning

satisfied with modern methods (SDG Indicator 3.7.1) at district

level, Nepal, combining census and DHS data

DHS Data- regional 

level (14 regions)

Small Area Estimation using 

Census and DHS- district level 

(75 districts)

Note: The census year needs to be 
same as DHS year or close 



Steps for applying Small Area Estimation methodology (1)
Variable Analysis/ Data Compatibility Assessment

1. Identify a set of common variables associated with the variable of interest (contraceptive 
use and need for family planning satisfied) and available in both census and sample survey.

2. Assessment and comparison of data per common variable for census and sample survey
• Variable unit of measurement and response categories

• Variable frequencies

• Reconcile missing data values / no response categories

• Compare sample survey variable frequencies with census frequencies

3. Final variable selection

Model building on sample survey

1. Building logistic regression model for predicting variable of interest at individual level 
(probability of using contraception and of having need for family planning satisfied)

2. Analyze model fitness and compare observed to predicted values

3. Produce direct estimates of variable of interest (contraceptive prevalence rate and 
proportion of women with need for family planning satisfied) from the sample survey



Steps for applying Small Area Estimation methodology (2)
Apply model to census data

1. Apply the coefficients from the logistic regression models to the census data 
to predict variable of interest (probability of contraceptive use and demand 
for family planning satisfied at individual woman level)

2. Aggregate individual probability to estimate variable of interest 
(contraceptive prevalence rate and proportion of women with demand for 
family planning satisfied) at regional and district levels

Generate data analysis for policy making at local level

1. In the Nepal example, estimate the number of women aged 15-49 in need of 
contraception at district level

2. Identify the priority districts for family planning programmes based on 
proportions of demand satisfied and contraceptive prevalence rate, as well 
as the absolute numbers, e.g. number of women in need for contraception



• Potential to combine sample surveys on several themes with 
population censuses, in order to derive more localized 
estimates of indicators on different topics 

• Possibility to apply small area estimation methodology on 
census data when short form (exhaustive) and long form 
(sample) questionnaires are used 

• It is important to invest in capacity building on SAE 
methodology, so that the methodology can be applied 
properly and models estimated rigorously

High potential of Small Area Estimation (SAE)
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